ABSTRACT. It is shown that the category of non-Archimedean metric spaces with l-Lipschitz maps can be embedded as a coreflectlve non-bireflective subcategory in the category of fuzzy uniform spaces. Consequential characterizations of topological and unif'orm properties are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION.
We show that the category NA(1) of non-Archimedean metric spaces with metric bounded by and with morphisms the non-expanslve maps is coreflectively embedded in the category FUS of fuzzy uniform spaces [4] , [9] in an extremely simple and natural way.
Through the forgetful functor FUS FNS [5] each space in NA(1) then moreover determines a non-topologically generated space in FNS, the topological modification (i.e. TOP-coreflection) of which is nothing else then the metric topology. This [4] , [9] and with those available in FNS [5] , [6] [5] . 6 If A e t((d)), x e X, A(x) = and d(x,y) < =, it follows from that A(y) =.
However, we also have
This means that A-l(=) D{B(x,=)IA(x) =}, and as each two of these balls are either identical or disjoint, we can choose Y c X such that {(x,=)lx y is a disjoint family with A-l(=) as a union. Putting Y := U Y p := = iff x e y we are done. Conversely, if A e I X is such that the described partition exists and if = e If, we have
which is clearly open in (t(U(d))). Since (X,t((d))) is a fuzzy neighborhood space, t(W(d)) is maximal for its level topologies [13] , and therefore A e t(W(d)). 
COMPLETENESS.
For concepts and results concerning completeness and completions we refer to [9] . The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 in [9] and Proposition 
IV.
The complete space
The complete space (X (Ud))) U^U VI.
The ultracomplete space (X,U()).
VII. The ultracomplete space (X,u(U)).
Now it follows from [9] that (,u(U)) and (X,uiUd)) are isomorphic 2 (,U), (,tue(d)) and (X*, u(uUd))) are isomorphic
Using the methods of [9] it can be shown conceptually that the remaining spaces (,U()) and (,Ud)) are isomorphic too.
However, we prefer to explicitly describe the isomorphism which at the same time allows us to describe the points of too. Further by (I) and (2) we have that for all n el and x e X (1)
.< (Xk,k).
Thus it follows from (HC2) that for all n ]q n := sup #<Xk> C.
kZn Since (<Xn>) n converges uniformly to () the same is true for (n)n and thus again by (HC2) we obtain that () 6 . We are now in a position to prove the isomorphism result. PeP In the sequel, if P is a partition of X, we shall write P(x) for the member of P that contains x e X. The rest of the theorem is a reformulation in this particular case of well-known relations [12] between diagonal and covering uniformities and the fact that P < P if 
